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Questions for evaluating a 
student voice or 
partnership project 
 
These questions have been designed to consciously reflect on your practice 
with student partnership and voice projects. Use these questions to examine 
an existing project or when developing a new initiative, and, on reflection, 
consider the authenticity and agency of student engagement and 
participation.  
 
 
 
1. Did a student initiate the project? 

 
2. Are risk factors clearly considered and documented in collaboration with student-
 participants/leaders? Are potential consequences of failure/risk noted? 
 
3. Are different student stakeholders and equity and diversity groups involved in various 

steps of the project, including its governance, design, teaching and/or administration? 
 
4. Do students lead or co-construct the project with staff? 
 
5. Are students playing a key role in making decisions about the project? 
 
6. If the institution initiated the project, are the true objectives clear to student- 
 participants? 
 
7. Are rewards for the success of the project equally apportioned between student-

participants and staff? And, are the non-tangible benefits of the project’s success fairly 
distributed to students as well as staff? (inc. e.g., communicating success in 
 partnership projects in a resume) 

 
8. Where student contributions are included, are they appropriately referenced and 
 valued? 
 
9. Are there clear steps for succession of students and staff and the longevity of the 
 project? 
 
10. If products are generated, are there clear modes of sharing these amongst/between 
 stakeholders? 
 
11. Are training/scaffolding opportunities considered in the development/delivery of 
 this program/project? 
 
12. If curriculum/learning objectives are developed as part of the project, are equitable 
 future opportunities provided to subsequent generations of participants? (inc. 
 addressing academic integrity concerns)? 
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